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Abstract

The literature on immigration has emphasized the close connection between potential threats posed by immigrants and the development of anti-immigrant sentiment among natives. Yet, immigrants also benefit the host society, and we know little about the effects of perceived benefits on attitudes toward immigration. By conducting a vignette survey experiment, we explore how exposure to negative and positive information about immigrants shapes people’s attitudes toward immigration. Our results show that feelings of hostility toward immigrants are reduced in respondents when they are exposed to positive information, while the exposure to negative information does not necessarily change their attitude. Interestingly, these results are equally observed across four major issue domains discussed in existing studies—jobs, financial burden, culture, and physical safety. Furthermore, the effects of exposure to positive information are not modified by partisanship, race, education, or exposure to immigrants. These results suggest that pro-immigrant rhetoric can be effective in changing people’s attitudes toward immigration.
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1. Introduction
Social and political issues concerning immigrants and ethnic/racial minorities are becoming more salient as the number of immigrants is growing rapidly in many developed countries. As diversity increases, so too do intergroup interactions and tensions within the host society. It appears that the negative aspects of intergroup relations between natives and immigrants have contributed to many of the recent political developments around the world, such as the “migrant crisis” in Europe, Brexit, and the electoral success of extreme right-wing parties and populist politicians.

Prejudice toward immigrants (the out-group), and its development process among natives (the in-group), has been one of the major research agendas for social scientists. A leading theory of negative intergroup relations—the group threat theory—argues that, reacting to the threats posed by out-group members, who are seen as competitors for valuable resources, in-group members develop negative attitudes toward the out-group members (Blumer, 1958). For more than 50 years, studies have shown that threat perceptions drive in-group members’ attitudes toward out-group members in a negative direction (Enos, 2016; Igarashi, 2018; Lancee & Pardos-Prado, 2013; Schlueter, Schmidt, & Wagner, 2008; Sniderman, Hagendoorn, & Prior, 2004).

However, immigrants do not always deteriorate the living standard of natives. Although some studies show mixed evidence (e.g., Borjas, 2003), immigrants do not necessarily pose a threat by competing for resources. In fact, empirical studies suggest that immigrants increase natives’ wages in the long-term (e.g., Ottaviano & Peri, 2012), decrease the crime rate (e.g., Ousey & Kubrin, 2009), and make a positive contribution to the economy (e.g., Dustmann & Frattini, 2014). Despite these positive benefits, negative threats tend to be more salient issues for natives (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979).

How do natives—people in the majority group—respond to these benefits that immigrants may bring to the society? Do they change their attitudes when they see the positive benefits as much as when they see the negative threats? While previous studies have focused exclusively on the effects of perceived negative threats on prejudice (e.g., Hainmueller & Hiscox, 2010; Quillian, 1995), few studies have considered whether the potential positive benefits of immigration effects natives’ attitudes toward immigrants.

In this study, we conducted an online survey experiment in the United States to examine whether two types of information about immigrants—positive information (benefits) and negative information (threats)—effect natives’ attitude toward immigration in a similar or different manner. Specifically, we examined the effects of four major areas of threats and
benefits discussed in the existing literature: jobs (economy), fiscal burden (welfare), culture, and physical safety (security).

2. Effects of Threat Information on Attitudes toward Immigrants
The group threat theory argues that in-group members (i.e., natives) who perceive out-group members (i.e., immigrants) as a threat to their valuable resources form negative attitudes toward the out-group members (Blumer, 1958). The implications of this theory have been empirically tested from various perspectives in the context of attitudes toward immigration. Most studies have focused on the effects of potential threats posed by immigrants on four areas: jobs, fiscal burden, culture, and physical safety.

First, the effects of the threat concerning job security and labor market competition—the concern that immigrants may take natives’ jobs away—has dominated studies of the group threat theory. Since job positions are often considered to be zero-sum resources, increasing the number of immigrants can be perceived as a threat to natives seeking employment (Esses, Dovidio, Jackson, & Armstrong, 2001). Indeed, unemployed natives are more likely to be concerned about immigrants than those currently employed (Lancee & Pardos-Prado, 2013). Furthermore, Pardos-Prado and Xena (2018) showed that a lack of transferable skills, as well as the scarcity of jobs, induce natives to exhibit hostile attitudes toward immigration.

Second, some natives fear that immigrants will be a burden on the economy, as they believe that the welfare benefits received by immigrants will outweigh the taxes they pay (de Koster, Achterberg, & van der Waal, 2013; Helbling & Kriesi, 2014; Oesch, 2008; van Oorschot, 2000). To attract voters, extreme right-wing parties often advocate “welfare chauvinism,” in which natives are exclusively entitled to welfare (e.g., Betz & Johnson, 2004; de Koster, Achterberg, & van der Waal, 2012). The success of this political strategy relies on natives’ dislike for “incompetent” immigrants who depend on government welfare, and the belief that welfare dependence will reduce natives’ financial benefits (or increase natives’ financial burden). Such concerns could be one of the factors that drives natives to prefer high-skilled immigrants to low-skilled ones (Hainmueller & Hiscox, 2010; Helbling & Kriesi, 2014).

Third, some natives are concerned that their own culture, values, and norms might be endangered by immigrants (Kinder & Sears, 1981; Sears, 1988; Sears, Lau, Tyler, & Allen, 1980; Sniderman & Hagendoorn, 2007). Attempts establish a requirement that
immigrants demonstrate English proficiency is one of the reactions triggered by such a concern. This notion can be explained by the social identity theory (Tajfel, 1978; Tajfel & Turner, 1979), which proposes that people tend to seek similarities with their own in-group members and differentiate themselves from out-group members, as this enhances their positive self-concept. According to this theory, natives’ perception that their culture and values may be threatened by out-group members will lead them to develop negative attitudes toward out-group members.²

Fourth, studies have examined the role of perceived threats that out-group members may threaten natives’ mortality, physical safety, and security (Canetti-Nisim, Ariely, & Halperin, 2008; Fitzgerald, Curtis, & Corliss, 2012; Lahav & Courtemanche, 2012). Canetti-Nisim et al. (2008) claim that, among the four types of threats, the security threat has the strongest influence on natives’ attitudes toward out-group members. Because immigrants are often associated with terrorism and crimes (Farris & Silber Mohamed, 2018), natives tend to perceive a lower level of safety as their community comprises a higher number of immigrants (Semyonov, Gorodzeisky, & Glikman, 2012). Furthermore, an increased awareness of mortality is said to drive people to become more tolerant of intergroup violence and exclusion of out-group members (Pyszczynski, Solomon, & Greenberg, 2015).

While these four types of threats are conceptually different, their effects on natives’ attitudes toward immigrants as out-group members have often been analyzed from a single theoretical framework—the group threat theory. Previous studies have paid particular attention to the negative impacts of immigrants on the host society, often ignoring the positive effects that immigrants have on the economic, financial, cultural, and security situations in the country of destination. Focusing exclusively on the threats posed by immigrants does not reflect the reality of the impacts of immigration. For instance, Charnysh (2019) showed that, among Polish communities, the proportion of immigrants is positively related to residents’ income and entrepreneurship rates. Peri (2012) also provides evidence that immigrants lead to higher economic productivity, and other studies have shown that immigration contributes to the fiscal stability of the host society (Aubry, Burzyński, & Docquier, 2016; d’Albis, Boubtane, & Coulibaly, 2018; Dustmann & Frattini, 2014;

² Indeed, the Dutch people tend to perceive that Islamic conservative values are incompatible with Dutch values, and thus the Islamic groups will not be able to fully integrate into Dutch society (Sniderman & Hagendoorn, 2007). Experimental studies also show that Europeans prefer asylum seekers who have high native language proficiency and non-Muslims (Bansak, Hainmueller, & Hangartner, 2016).
Martinsen & Pons Rotger, 2017). The fear that immigrants will not acquire the values and language of the host society also appears to be unfounded (Arends-Tóth & Vijver, 2003). Furthermore, it has been reported that the crime rate decreases as immigration increases (Bove & Böhmelt, 2016; Ousey & Kubrin, 2009; Stowell, Messner, McGeever, & Raffalovich, 2009).

3. Hypotheses

Most studies on the group threat theory have not examined the effects of immigration benefits on natives’ attitudes toward immigration, and nor have they compared the effects of benefits with those of threats. Some studies have examined whether natives feel threatened or not (e.g., Hainmueller & Hiscox, 2010), and others have modeled threats and benefits in a unidimensional manner, with threats and benefits at opposing ends (e.g., Fitzgerald, Curtis, & Corliss, 2012). However, we know very little about the effects of perceived benefits on attitudes toward immigration.

According to Kahneman and Tversky’s (1979) risk aversion theory, people have a tendency toward risk aversion, preferring to avoid losses than acquire equivalent gains. Even when people have a 50/50 chance for gain or loss, expected losses tend to be more influential than expected gains. This may be partly because people tend to remember their past experiences of losses more than their experiences of gains. In a review of the psychological impact of negative versus positive events, Baumeister and colleagues (2001: p. 323-324) suggested that “negative information receives more processing and contributes more strongly to the final impression than does positive information.”

Since potential threats posed by immigrants represent risks for natives, the risk aversion theory suggests that natives are likely

---

3 These studies argue that immigrants contribute to financial sustainability by paying more in tax than what they receive in benefits (Dustmann & Frattini, 2014) and by increasing market-size (Aubry, Burzyński, & Docquier, 2016).

4 There are some exceptions. For example, Stephan and his colleagues (2005) showed that people are more likely to form prejudice against negative stereotypes (e.g., hostile) than against positive stereotypes (e.g., warmth and friendly).

5 It should be noted that the mechanisms behind the risk aversion tendency is not thoroughly detected. For example, Kermer and colleagues (2006) argue that the risk aversion tendency is merely an affective forecasting error, which is not rooted in actual experiences. Yechian and Telpaz (2012) show that, even though losses have higher affective impact than gains, these impacts are not associated with actual behavior. They further show that the risk aversion tendency is a result of self-serving bias to maintain self-esteem. However, by using fMRI, De Martino and colleagues (2010) show that risk aversion is associated with the activity of amygdala, which is potentially identified as affective region.
to react more strongly to negative information about threats than positive information about benefits. This leads to the following hypothesis about the effects of threats and benefits on people’s attitude toward immigration:

**Hypothesis 1a:** People exposed to negative information about immigration (threats) exhibit a more negative attitude toward immigration than those who receive no information about immigration (control condition).

**Hypothesis 1b:** On the other hand, people exposed to positive information about immigration (benefits) exhibit a more positive attitude toward immigration than those who receive no information about immigration (control condition).

**Hypothesis 1c:** Furthermore, exposure to negative information has a stronger effect on people’s attitude to immigration than exposure to positive information, across all issue domains.

Studies have found that the effects of threats on attitudes are influenced by individual-level factors, such as personal value of resources and vulnerability to threats. For example, socioeconomic status has a moderating effect on perceived threats, with those who are less advantaged being more reactive and sensitive to economic threats than those who are more advantaged (e.g., Quillian, 1995). In a similar vein, cultural, security, and welfare threats tend to have a higher impact on attitudes toward immigrants when people are highly concerned about the focal issue (e.g., Fitzgerald, Curtis, & Corliss, 2012; Hjerm & Nagayoshi, 2016; Tir & Singh, 2015). Commonly used indicators for resource sensitivity include race, partisanship, socioeconomic status, and residential area. More precisely, people who are White, Republican, have lower educational achievement, or live in areas with a high proportion of immigrants are more sensitive to the negative impacts of immigrants than people without these characteristics (e.g., Ceobanu & Escandell, 2010; Hopkins, 2010; Quillian, 1995; Tir & Singh, 2015). For instance, race is likely to moderate the effects of threat information on participants attitude toward immigration, such that White participants who are exposed to threat information will show a more negative attitude toward immigration than non-White participants who are exposed to threat information. This leads to the following hypothesis:

**Hypothesis 2:** Threats and benefits have a stronger impact on people’s attitude toward immigration among those with higher vulnerability and sensitivity for threats.
4. Research Design

In order to test our hypotheses, we conducted an online survey experiment using vignettes to prime participants’ attitudes toward immigrants. The target population was U.S. citizens aged 18 years or older. The sample was drawn from the online panel of Survey Sampling International (SSI) and matched with the census population on age, gender, and the state of residence. The total number of participants who completed our survey was 3,153.

In the vignettes for our experiment, we described the findings of recent empirical studies showing the impact of immigration on each of the following four issue domains: economy, welfare, culture, and security. For each issue domain, there were two versions of the vignette: one reporting positive findings and another reporting negative findings. Thus, there were a total of nine conditions, including a control condition. Participants were randomly assigned to one of the conditions. After reading the vignette, participants were asked about their attitude toward immigration. Those who were assigned to the control group were simply asked about their attitude toward immigration without being exposed to any information about immigration. Full experimental stimuli are presented in the supplemental information, but the titles of each vignette are shown in Table 1.6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issue domain</th>
<th>Framing</th>
<th>Title of News Vignette</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Economy</td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>Immigrants Take Americans’ Jobs Away, Study Shows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>Immigrants Create New Jobs, Study Shows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welfare</td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>Immigrants Increase Welfare Burden, Study Shows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>Immigrants Decrease Welfare Burden, Study Shows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture</td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>Immigrants Undermine American Culture, Study Shows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>Immigrants Enrich American Culture, Study Shows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security</td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>Immigrants Increase Crime Rate, Study Shows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>Immigrants Decrease Crime Rate, Study Shows</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The outcome variable was attitude toward immigration. This was assessed with the following question: “Do you agree or disagree that the U.S. should allow more immigrants from other countries to come and live here?” Participants answered this question on a five-point Likert

6 At the end of our survey, we informed participants about the purpose of the study and the fact that we manipulated the content of vignette about immigration. We presented our debriefing statement in the appendix
scale, ranging from 1 (Strongly agree) to 5 (Strongly disagree). Thus, higher scores indicated higher opposition to immigration, and lower scores indicated higher support for immigration. For the manipulation check, and to ensure vignettes were assigned as intended, we asked the following question that is relevant to the vignette assigned to each participant: “How concerned are you about the impact of immigration on the following issues?” Participants answered this question on a five-point Likert scale, ranging from 1 (A great deal) to 5 (None at all), for each of the four issue domains—economy, welfare, culture, and security. We also collected data on age, gender, partisanship, education, race, and proportion of immigrants in participants’ state of residence. These sample characteristics are shown in the supplementary information section.

5. Results
We ran a series of linear regression models to test our hypotheses about the effects of negative and positive information about immigration on participants’ attitude toward immigration. First, we tested the effects of negative and positive vignettes on participants’ attitude toward immigration, without controlling for demographic characteristics (see Table 2). In Model 2, we controlled for demographic characteristics (see Table 2). The results of Model 2 are depicted in Figure 1, which displays the coefficient estimate as well as 95% confidence intervals for each issue domain and vignette valence. A negative coefficient value indicates that participants were less opposed (or more supportive) to immigration than the control condition.

These results demonstrate that, compared to those in the control group, participants who were exposed to positive information about immigration exhibited a significantly more positive attitude toward immigration, consistently across the four different issue domains. Interestingly, the positive vignettes on cultural and security issues were equally influential on attitude toward immigration, and their impact was stronger than the positive vignettes on economic and welfare issues.

In contrast, participants who were exposed to negative information about immigration did not exhibit a significantly different attitude toward immigration, compared to those in the control condition. In other words, the negative vignettes exerted no influence on participants’ attitudes toward immigration. These results remained unchanged even after controlling for demographics. In addition, except for the economy condition, the positive vignettes exerted a greater influence on participants’ attitude toward immigration than did the negative vignettes. Thus, our data failed to support Hypothesis 1.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Model 1 (without demographics)</th>
<th>Model 2 (with demographics)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Negative framing</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economy</td>
<td>-.132 (.104)</td>
<td>-.087 (.088)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welfare</td>
<td>.058 (.100)</td>
<td>.044 (.093)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture</td>
<td>-.058 (.112)</td>
<td>-.105 (.102)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security</td>
<td>-.162 (.088)</td>
<td>-.169 (.086)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Positive framing</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economy</td>
<td>-.235** (.103)</td>
<td>-.261** (.084)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welfare</td>
<td>-.286** (.104)</td>
<td>-.283** (.086)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture</td>
<td>-.445** (.124)</td>
<td>-.435** (.123)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security</td>
<td>-.471*** (.104)</td>
<td>-.451*** (.089)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Demographic variables</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>.012*** (.002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>.065 (.058)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High School</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-.109 (.60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-year College</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-.186** (.063)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-.517*** (.063)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partisanship</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Democrats</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-.547*** (.064)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Republicans</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>.358*** (.067)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No preference</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-.238* (.101)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportion of immigrants</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>.002 (.002)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N: 3,153 (Model 1), 3,135 (Model 2)

*p<.05, **p<.01, ***p<.001. Clustering standard errors are shown in parenthesis.
Next, we examined whether participants’ reactions to the negative and positive vignettes were influenced by their sensitivity to threats. We tested interactions between the treatment conditions and individual-level factors: race, partisanship, education level, and exposure to immigrants (measured by the proportion of immigrants in their state of residence). The four panels of Figure 2 present the results of interaction terms added to Model 2. Importantly, the effects of negative and positive vignettes on people’s attitude toward immigration were invariant across any of these modifiers. The interactions between treatment conditions and these variables were not statistically significant at the conventional level. In other words, regardless of partisanship, race, education, and exposure to immigrants, the positive vignettes (benefits) equally reduced negative attitudes, while negative vignettes (threats) were not influential. These results remained the same even when we added the interaction terms one by one. Thus, Hypothesis 2 was not supported by our data.
6. Conclusion

In this study, we examined how exposure to negative and positive information about immigrants affects people’s attitude toward immigration. Previous studies on the group threat theory emphasize that perceived fear exerts a negative influence on people’s attitudes toward immigrants. However, a substantial number of empirical studies have shown that immigrants also benefit the host society in the areas of economy, culture, welfare, and crime rate. Few studies have examined the effects of these benefits on natives’ attitude to immigration, especially in comparison with the effects of threats. This study advances the group threat theory by contrasting the effects of benefits with those of threats. There are three main findings from the results of this study. First, exposure to positive information about immigrants mitigated participant’s negative attitude toward immigration, while exposure to negative information had no impact. Second, the effects of exposure to positive information were not modified by partisanship, race, education, and exposure to...
immigrants. Third, the effect of exposure to information about non-economic issues was greater than that of exposure to information about economic issues.

These results were not consistent with our hypotheses. Based on the risk aversion theory, which predicts that people prefer to avoid losses than acquiring equivalent gains, we expected that exposure to threat information would have a stronger effect on participants’ attitude to immigration than exposure to benefit information. However, the risk aversion theory cannot explain our results: exposure to benefit information exerted a greater impact on participants’ attitude toward immigration than exposure to threat information. This leaves us with two puzzles. Why was the threat information in our experiment not influential? And why was benefit information more influential than threat information? A possible answer to the first question is a methodological failure in our experiment (e.g., our priming stimuli was too weak). Yet, exposure to benefit information was influential, and the strength of the stimuli was very similar between the threat and benefit conditions, as we only changed a few words in the vignettes.

Another answer might be that the information contained in the threat-framed vignettes is already well-known to many Americans. According to Zaller’s one-sided information flow model (1992), the extent to which a person changes attitudes depends on the intensity and familiarity of information, and exposure to pre-existing knowledge does not change people’s attitudes. We speculate that the benefit information about immigrants was new information for many participants, and thus it was more likely to change their attitudes. Indeed, in the political context of the European Union, Goodwin, Hix and Pickup (2018) showed that relatively new information (pro-EU) exerts stronger effects on people’s attitudes toward Brexit than obsolete information (anti-EU). Media also tends to emphasize threats posed by immigrants more frequently than their positive impacts (Farris & Silber Mohamed, 2018), and thus the benefit information might appear new for natives.

The novelty of the benefit information can also explain its invariant effects found among participants. The effects of the benefit information did not vary depending on partisanship, education, race, and residential area. This may seem to contradict previous studies, which have shown that reactions to threats depend on one’s sensitivity and vulnerability. However, the outcome of our study could be because the benefit information was new for all participants, regardless of their demographic attributes. Positive information about immigrants appear to be especially impactful for highly educated people, who tend to quickly grasp novel information. However, they are less likely to change their attitudes if an issue receives very limited attention from media (Johansen & Joslyn, 2008). Thus, limited
media coverage on the positive side of immigrants might have led them to be more sensitive to the information about benefits of immigration.

Our findings also show that information about non-economic conditions was more influential on participants’ attitude than information about economic conditions. This result is consistent with the one-sided information flow model. Gallup Poll has shown that a large number of Americans think immigrants help the economy rather than hurt it (2017), while the positive impacts on other fields (welfare, culture, and security) are not well-received (2019). Thus, information on economic benefits is already relatively well-known and, thus, the effects sizes were small, while the information on the other benefits was relatively new for participants and, thus, the effect sizes were large.

Finally, the results of our study provide some insight on how we can improve intergroup relations. Most studies on prejudice-reduction have pointed out the importance of diversity training and education, as well as intergroup interactions (Paluck & Green, 2009). However, this study suggests a new strategy to improve natives’ attitudes toward immigration: promoting positive information about the benefits brought by immigrants. Immigrants indeed provide various benefits to the host society, which tend to be neglected among natives. We believe that effectively delivering such information to natives can help them reduce prejudice and improve intergroup relations in the host society.
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Supplemental Information for
“The Effects of Negative and Positive Information on Attitudes toward Immigration”

1. Experimental Stimuli

Treatments 1 and 2—Economic threats and benefits vignettes

**Immigrants [Take Americans’ Jobs Away/Create New Jobs], Study Shows**

A new study finds that the growing number of immigrants to the U.S. has [taken the jobs of Americans away / helped create new jobs], according to the American Immigrant Research Group. The findings are based on data from the American Immigrant Social Survey, collected biannually from 1945 to last year.

The research finds that the growth of immigrants results in [the American’s loss of jobs, with immigrants taking these positions instead / the creation of new jobs, which increases the employment of Americans]. The group leader of the research, Michael Miller, said “this finding is important for our current society, and we need to continue this kind of research to gain further understanding of the impact of sociodemographic changes on American society.”

Treatments 3 and 4—Welfare threats and benefits vignettes

**Immigrants [Increase Welfare Burden/Decrease Welfare Burden], Study Shows**

A new study finds that the growing number of immigrants to the U.S. has [decreased the welfare burden on taxpayers / increased the welfare burden on taxpayers], according to the American Immigrant Research Group. The findings are based on data from the American Immigrant Social Survey, collected biannually from 1945 to last year.

The research finds that [immigrants in the U.S. rely on welfare more than Americans do, and consequently the growth of immigrants results in an increased welfare burden for Americans / immigrants in the U.S. rely on welfare less than Americans do, and consequently the growth of immigrants results in a decreased welfare burden for Americans]. The group leader of the research, Michael Miller, said “this finding is important for our current society, and we need to continue this kind of research to gain further understanding of the impact of sociodemographic changes on American society.”
Treatments 5 and 6–Cultural threats and benefits vignettes

**Immigrants [Undermine American Culture/Enrich American Culture], Study Shows**

A new study finds that the growing number of immigrants to the U.S. has [undermined the American cultures and values / enriched American cultures and values], according to the American Immigrant Research Group. The findings are based on data from the American Immigrant Social Survey, collected biannually from 1945 to last year.

The research finds that [immigrants do not learn English, oppose American values, and weaken American culture / immigrants learn English, adopt American values, and strengthen American culture]. The group leader of the research, Michael Miller, said “this finding is important for our current society, and we need to continue this kind of research to gain further understanding of the impact of sociodemographic changes on American society.”

Treatments 7 and 8–Security threats and benefits vignettes

**Immigrants [Increase Crime Rate/Decrease Crime Rate], Study shows**

A new study finds that the growing number of immigrants to the U.S. has [increased the crime rate / decreased the crime rate], according to the American Immigrant Research Group. The findings are based on data from the American Immigrant Social Survey, collected biannually from 1945 to last year.

The research finds that [immigrants tend to commit crimes more frequently than Americans do, and consequently the growth of immigrants results in an increased crime rate in the U.S. / immigrants tend to maintain close family ties and create communities that bind people together, and consequently the growth of immigrants results in a decreased crime rate in the U.S.]. The group leader of the research, Michael Miller, said “this finding is important for our current society, and we need to continue this kind of research to gain further understanding of the impact of sociodemographic changes on American society.”
2. Debriefing statement

At the end of our survey, we informed participants about the purpose of the study. Our debriefing statement is as follows:

“One of our questions aims to examine (1) how potential threats posed by immigrants influence people’s attitudes toward them, and (2) whether such an effect varies across the types of threats, such as economic, cultural, and safety threats.

In order to assess these two factors, we manipulated the content of newspaper article about immigration. For instance, some of you were shown an article arguing that the growing number of immigrants increases/decreases the unemployment rate. In a similar vein, we presented immigrants’ positive or negative influence on the crime rate and culture. However, the articles include some deceptions: American Immigrant Research Group, its leader Michael Miller, and the American Immigrant Social Survey, do not exist. Indeed, researchers have tried to explore immigrants’ various impacts on the society, but previous studies have presented both positive and negative results. For example, immigrants are said to increase and also decrease unemployment rate and income (e.g., Borjas, 2003; d’Albis, Bouhtane, & Coulibaly, 2018; Dustmann & Frattini, 2014; Ottaviano, & Peri, 2012).

We appreciate your participation and your contribution to this research. Please proceed to the next page to complete the survey.”
3. Demographic statistics

Table A1. Demographic statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean (SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attitude toward immigration</td>
<td>2.86 (1.34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>47.85 (16.93)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>53.89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>46.11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partisanship</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Democrat</td>
<td>39.84%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Republican</td>
<td>28.89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>27.37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>3.90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Junior high</td>
<td>20.95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school</td>
<td>30.87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College</td>
<td>32.91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University</td>
<td>15.27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>70.57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immigrant proportion</td>
<td>22.81% (11.76)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SD = Standard Deviation